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By John Millen

Tuttle Shokai Inc, Japan, 2008. Cards. Condition: New. Language: English . This book usually ship
within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this where
possible. Brand New Book. Japanese in a Flash: Volume 2 is an excellent new language learning
resource for those who wish to learn basic Japanese quickly and easily. Consisting of a complete
boxed set of flashcards for Japanese word recognition, vocabulary building, review and recall,
Japanese in a Flash has a full range of features to assist beginning and intermediate learners. Tuttle
Flash Cards feature one main headword and several related words and expressions, to allow you to
build your vocabulary quickly and effortlessly. The flashcards are arranged alphabetically by
romanized words reflecting common situations to make it easy to learn related words and phrases
together.Japanese text, in both kanji and kana, is printed on one side of each card, with Romanized
forms and English meanings on the back only. Sample sentences in Japanese (written in both kanji
and kana) and English give correct usage for each headword. Also features the next list of most
common verbs, nouns and adjectives encountered in everyday situations. The series includes Kanji
Cards Volumes...
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ReviewsReviews

Very beneficial to all of class of people. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You may like just how the writer create this
publication.
-- Audra Klocko PhD-- Audra Klocko PhD

Thorough information! Its this type of great go through. It is amongst the most incredible publication i actually have read through. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Germaine Welch-- Germaine Welch
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